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Purposk

CUIDELINES' FOR. EVALUAtION'OF INSTiUCTIORAL MATERIALS
- WITH .RESPECT:TO TIcIE SOCIAL CONTENT

s

The purpose of these guigelines is to provide consistent, systematjc sIandardS
for evaluating instructional materials proposed for use,in California's pubtic
elementary schools to ensure compliance with Che.Education Code.

Ch'ildreti pattern their interests, prejudices, ind ideas after ivhat they see
and hear. Children dream pf and aspire to,Oose goals they are encouraged
to,attai64 Their world can be expansive and filled with exciting.and infinite
possibilities, or frustrating irt ts lrmitations, depen4ing op their exposure.
Much, of a child's early development,tak'es place in school, and the potentially
positive or negative effect of the school experience is well documented. The
Legislature recognized the.vital.role instructional materials play in the forma-
tion of a child's attitudes and beliefs when it adopted Educatitin Code Sections
60040 and-60044.

.

These suidelines are not intended to supplant the evaluator's judgment, because
it would be impossible to do.so. They do coipiise tile minimum*standards for

. acce'ptability,'including comiliance with Education Code Sections 60040 ahd ..

60044. .

.

..
.

- In order to porrtay accurately Xhe cultural and racial diversity and--(he male
and female roles in our.society,'instructional materials must encourage stu-
dents to understand not dnly the historical roles and cotkributions of women
and mifigriti,es, but also the'forces which shaped those roles and contributions,
and how and why the\c'ontemporary roles and contributions of'womep and minoritieq,.,
are different.

.\+

General Limitations

I. The guideljnes should be used when evaluating both the student material And
the teacher material. In no event should instructions in a, teacher manual
designed to overcome noncompliant pictures or text in a pupil editidq be

,given any consideration in evaluation oE the pupil edition.

2. In certain lithited situations it would be inappropriate to require that a
Tictorial or textual item conform exactly o these guidelines. Suqh..an
instance wduld arise, for example "n reprinting an item of classical or

-contemporary literature, music, art, including folk tales, Wbi,qh\is ton-
. sicired to'make an important co tribution to a given instructional material.'

-fh such'a situati er, iscussion material should be included in
the pupil edition indicatin hat, for example, although a particular at-

, titude -toward women -oi- ---a inority-group was -prevaient-dn-ring -a- certain
period in histog, or 1.8 prevalent in the particular culture or country
depicted, that attitude has changed or does net occur in the'contemporary
,United States, as appropriate.

3. When'examining an instructional material for adverse reflection on &le s
race, creed, sex, etc. prohibited 'by Education Code Section 60044, th,F
evaluator should make a qualitative judgment with respect to storiei or
aticles having a -historical or particulae cultuial perspective. Any

\ P.;
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description, depiction, label, or retort found to be, by itself, an adverse
reflection should not be judged out of context. Rather, the story or arti-
cle should be exaplined for appropriate explanations, discussiOn, or other
devices included therein, or immediately attached thereto, which may over-
COME the impact of such offending words or pictures. The inetructional

material should be rejected only if, on a total basis, the stbry or article
woUld, in the mind of an average pupil for .whom the material is ntended,
r'eflect adversely upon a person because of his or her race, color,..creed,
national origin, ancestry, sex, or occupation.

4. These guidelines may be inapplicable eo certain instructional materials. For
^ example, materials need not include references to people. Therefore, math

problems described solely id abStract terms or stories about animals without
human attributes.are outiide the scope of these guidelines. Ad44tionally,
materials which contain rearences to children need not include references
.to adults,.

5. 'In determining licN strictly to apply the guidelines, consideration.must
also be given to the number of characters presented, and the relationship
among them. For example, if there are only three or four main characters,_

or jf of'the main characters are members-of the same .family, if would
obviously be unrealistic to expect a wide diversity of ethnii, groups and

kinds'of roles portrayed. LikeWise, if the setting is restricted to a cer-
tain locale, such as a'brarge city ghetto or a sparsely settled desert re-
gion, the poissOilities for showing a wide range of socio-economic,groups:
in a wide range of activities 4re necessarily limited.

Matevials in a Series

.

W hen eValuating instructional materials whichiare designed .to be used as a
graded, nongraded, or multigraded series, eaal co4onent thereof shall'be
judged individually,for coMpliance and without regard to the content of any .

4)ther:component. However, a ivOup or eequence of materialch is designed
for use exclusively within a. Particular single grade shall be judged on a totad
basis for compliance with the sex and ethnic portrayal 'standards in Education
Code' Section 6001.40, but judged on an individual basis for co4liance with thre
prohibitions in Education Code Section'60044 ,concerning adverse reflections
on one's race,,creed, sex, etc.. ?Dr exaMple, if a packa0 of three different
books is designed to be used as fourth7grade readers,,and a pupil is expected

\

to complete all the bookei.n that school year, any'portrayal.deficiencies foupd

in one book marbe balanced against"any exemplary-portrayal in another book.
However,, each of the three books must be judged separately: foT% compliance with

the adverse reflection'prohibitifons.

Ge
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44.

SPECIFIC-CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL'MATMALS
BY MEMBERS OF THE 12GAL,GOMPLIANCE COMMITTEE

A. -Male and Female Roles - Education Code 60040(a) and 60044(a)
4

.

In order, to encourage the individual development and self-esteem of each
child, regardless,Of gend4r, instructional materials, when they portray
people (or animals having idehtifiable huMan attributes), shall'portray"
women and\men, girls and boys, in a wide variety of occupational, emo-
tional, and behavioral altuations, presenting both sexes,in the full
range of their, human potential.

The following criteria #1 and #2 are essential, and each shall be met,.
- The. remainder of the criteria should be met, but-I00 percerk compliance

on each 011116e is not essential-to a 1,1yes" vote. Unless thedefitiency is
flagrant, failure in one of the criteria #3 through #9 should not disqual'- -
ify the item, provided il meetg'the other criteria.to a reasonable degree.
Criteria #3-through #9 may,be,judged as'a group, wherein an especially
good rating On one criterion may compensate for a poorer'showing on another

s

one.

-
Regardlessof subject area, all the following criteria apply to all in-
struCtional,materials Oaf reflect contemporary United States or.CaliforniA
aciety or any unNentifiable society: In addition, Criterion #1 apPlieS,
to all'materials-that refleCt anY aociety outside ihe United States (but
see General-Limitations #3).

.

Consideration is given.tp reprints of certain types of ltterature,
music, and art which (16 not Conform to any one or more of these criteria
(see General. Limitations #2). For example; When references to women are
omitted, their absence mutt;be'discussed and qiikstioned:-in,thestudent
edition, with an eye "toward Maki!ng the student aware of ihe historical
%and cultural situation in which this inequalityoCcurred, the proceas of
$philo§ophical change d effecti on social patterns, and' the under-j
'lying goal of equalip basic tO our democratie sirstem. -

1. '-Descriptions, depictions, labels, or retorts which tend to demean,
stereotype, or be patroni4ing toward femakes must not appear.

(DO references to womeii indicate.that their talents; intelligence, or
activities are inferiar,to those of men? Or that they axe incapa0e
of handling a situation withouk a man's assistance? For example, there
should be no labels such as "old makds," "fishwives," "henpeckers," or
"woman driver'," or retorts such as "she's Emily a girl" orPwhat do you
expect from a.girl?" Such references constitute adverse rellections.
See discussion in "General Limitations" 'on page 1.)

2. Instructional materials'contaiiing references to; or illistrations of;
people must refer to or illustrate males and female approximately, evenly,.
in both number-and importance, extept as limited 1?), aspcuracy or special .
purpose. -

(Tkis criterion is largely self7explanatory. It'applies to any
materials in which the gender of'persons is referreeto or illus-
trated, whether incidental%to the purpose of the Taterial or not.)

3
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Even though numerically the portrayals of males and females may be approxi-
mately ever ,. the aspect of importance or impactof Chose portrayals is a
qUalitative judgment. For example, assume that a single illtistration of
one or more females is quantitatively overbalanced by a ten7page story of .

one or more male charactefs. If however, the illustration is judged to
have an educational effectiveness or impact equal to or greater than that
of the story, the two items may be considered to be in balance.) ri

3. Mentally ank physialIY active, creative,-problem-solving roles, 'and

I.

,

syccess and failure in those'rolesshould be divided approximately
. evenly'between male and female-characters. 4

. ,

(It is importani., to look for instances in which females, both
girls and womeh, are involved in mentally and physically active,
creative, problem-solving:roles--such as conducting a'science
experiment, participating in sPorts, repairing a .broken object,
building a bookcase-that are all too often depieted, as male-

.. oriented, and determine whether such instances.o6cur in a .fair
proportion Co those ihvolving males. 1

The consequences.of activity undertaken,by males and 'females lutist
-.be.observed. Fositive'or negative results can come from the,under-
taking of-any task. A pattern of ,positive or negative results, per-
haps most simply defined aa success orlailure, should not emerge
as correlated mith sex. It 4s not suggested'tqat'all characteis
succeed at all times. However, the ratio of auccess to failure-
must be the same for female charactera'as for male
characte s.) .

Emotions--for example, fear, afiger,,aggression, excitement,or tender-
ness--should octur randomly among characters regardless of.gender.

(All people 'are capable of, and-susceptible to, "all emotions, and
the idea that only females cry and onlymales fight is-an inaccu-

.
.

rate projection of reality. This is not to say that instructional
materials must consisterktly depici males and females in reversed
emotional roles. Evaluators should, hOwever, be aware of the ten-
dency to stereotyPe emobions. If any pattern appears, such is only
females expressing fear r tenderness, or only males expressing

kir
m uanger, the material does eet this criterion.)

. :Traditional activites engaged in by chafacters of one sex should be
,

.

balanced by the presentation of nontraditional activities foi charac-
, ,

ters of, that sex.
. . .

.
. -.

7-!("Traditional" til this criterion refers to acttvities which are
-generally considered aPpropriate_for-persons,-af one-sex. -iFor 1

'instance, 4.omen C9pking, sewing, or cleaning; men working in em--: .

plityment outside the home;boyS- Playing basebellror girls playing
with dolls'. The, instructionil materials tertainly need not exclude
such activities.'They4should balance Auch portrayals with their
opposite--nontraditi_onal actiVities for sucti persons. Examples 1

; mightbe a boy reading or at quiet play, a Mat seeking help solving
a problem. ,Adglis of both sexes should be portrayed in domestic



It

domestic chores,recreational activitiee, and creative endeavors
whenever these attivities are portrayed in the4materials. Balance
is ichtieved when instand a of traditional aCivity can%be shown

-
in fair Proportion with ip stancea of nontraditional activify. 'The
evaluator should make a q alita4ve jgdgment about the competini -

. ,

portrayals. For example, i sjngle illustration or a short ?oem, . Y4-...
.1.;.which is nontraditiodal i quantitatively overbalaneed by 4 tepr %

;, .

page stdry involving a vc ditional.activity.:;Hawevet', the;sipii;
%would still be acceptable if tfie illustration on poem has'an,edu-
cational effectiveneas or impaa. equal to or veater than that

*of the story.)

6. If professional or executive ro es, or vocAOns:,tradea, or other
gainful occupations are partray d, men.and women sbould'be.represented
therein approximately equally.

-*

(This criterion is relativ ly self-explanatdry:' Its puipo$.e is
to expand the portrayal o occupational roles of men and women
and 'enable children to identifY with all fields .of enterprise,
regardless bf sex, N\

-

A

Evaluatoxs should ensur that'instructional mater.ials indicate an.

equally wide variety of vocational cl.imices for men and Women Mea-.
sured by the number of vocations in which women are depicied'coi-
Pared t.o the number in whichsimen are depicted. .Disl)roportionat.
numbers of'woMen portrayed in a particular vocation .should indi-
cate that the material requireecareful tcrutinyfor compliance.

Mani professions [for example, medicine,law; engi eering, and
banking] are typically pOrtrayesci as male-dominat . Evaluator's
sho0d ensure that women are depizted in suchin.bfessional roles
approxtmately as often as men. Whether equality is achieved
cah ,Most;easily be-ascertained'by a simple head count comparison
'of m4le and female main and background characters portrayed in
professional roles. Women should adsd be presented in executive
positionsas business executivesi officlaas, and administratora,
for e4ample--as often as men are.' Similarly, women should be
presehted in skilled occupations such as`building and.other teth-

.

nical trades.)

Where life-,style choices are discuased, boys and gisls should be offered.-
an.equallywide rgnge pf such aspirations anechoices.

al

(Various occupations and various life stylesmarr,iage, remaining
single, raising children or not doing soshpuld also be cast in
an affirmative light. A child shouLd not ,Lerarp that women can, and
do, -work outsi4e-ihq-home, but are'lunhappysi''tZred,-or too-busy
enjoy life if they d-so. Fanatasies and clrlatas of children for
their 'own futures'should not be sex-stereotyppo..>

8.' Whenever 4 material ptesents developments in history or current events,
or achievements in,art, science, or any other fiseld, the .contributions
of Women should be included add discussed when historicaily accurate.'

5
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(This criterion designed,to prevent a continuation of the com-
monlaractice in instructional materials of failure to give sut-
ficient attention to the achitvements of women in* all fields df
endeaVor which are disctiased. In.the development of any field,
the "contributions of women can generally be accurately included.
Women have, because of the bias in our culture, generallrbeen
leda esteemed and less recognized, no matter what their field,
than men who made comparable contributione.,

,

',..

.

The criterion does nbt pet out spegifiè requirements. However, ,

,..

-if biographies are included in the matdrial, biographies of women
should be presented. Evaluators ill find that materiale which '
simply ignore half the population of any nation are.not accept-
able.) s .

, N., . .),
.

9. Sexually neutral language--for example, "people," ."persons," "men and
womn,"-"pioneers," ".they"--should senerally be.used. .

,

(The standard here is basically objective and easyto measure:

.
Does the material indulge in make referenees so.as to exclude

. females as participants in society? It is lefLt to the evalu-

ator's discretion to determine when there areNextenuating
circumstauceil such as adheren*ce to grammatical rules or the

.

requirement tf convey tpe author's intended meaning.)
: . i,

. -7=

.

Xs
.

. Ethnic and Cultural.Groiv - Education bode Sections 60040(b) and 60044(b)

In order to project the cultural diversity of oUr society, instill in each
child a sense of Rride in tiis 4r her .heritage, ejadpi,cate the seeds of p're-
judice, and encourage'Or individual 'development,of each child, instruc-
tional materials, when iortraying people (or animals having identifia610"
human attributes), ;411811 include,a, fair representation of majority and
minority group characters portrayed in a wide variety of occupational and
behavioral roles,, and present the contributions of ethnic and cultural
groups, thereby reinfbrcing the self-esteem and potential,of all people

and helping the members of minority grouOs-to find their rightfUl place
in society.

For purposes of thesecriteria, "group" means one of those cultural and
racial groups referfed to,in Section 60040 of thetEducation Code, naiely,
"American Indians, Amei-ican Negroes, Mexican Americans, Asian Americans,-
European Americans, ind wmbers 4f other ethnic and cultural groups".

. The following Criteria 41. #2, and #3 are essential, and each shall be met.
.The remainder oflthe criteria should be met, but 100 percent c&mpliance-

on each,one is not essential to a "yet" vote. Unless the deficiency is

flagrant, failure in one of Criteria #4 through #9. should/11dt disqualify
the item, provided-it meets the other criteria to a,reasonable degree.
Criteria #4 through #9 von be judged as a group, wherein an especially good
rating on one criterion may compensate for a poorer showing on another one.

Ilegardless of subject area, all the following criteria apply.to.all instruc-

,..tional materials that qflect contemporary Unit.ed States or Qalifornia As

soiiety or any unidintifiable soeiety. Im addition, Criteria #1 and #2

A
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apply'to all materials that reflect any contemporary society outside the
"United Stateso(but'see General Limitations #3).

ti1

Consideration is given to reprints of certain types of literature, music,
'and art which do not conform to any, one or more of these criteria (see
General.Limitation% #2). For examPle, when references 6 niinority persons
ar4 omitted, their absence must be discussed and questioned in the student
edition, with an eye toward making thel,student;aware of the histofic,a1 and

-'cultural situation in which this inif4Ality occured, the process'of'philo-,

sophicar change and its ef.fects on aial patterns; and the underlYing goal
of eqUality 1;:asic to our democratic system.

I. Descriptions, depittions, or labels which tend to demean, stereotype,
or be patronizing toward)minority groups must not appear.

%

(Evaluatbrs should note all references indicating that the talents,
activities, or demeanor of racial or ethnic groups are inferior,
such as, for example, "savage Indian" or "lazy Mexicans". Such
references corrstilute"adverse teflections. See discussion in
"General Limitations". on .page 1.)

,

2. Wherrdiverse ethnic or cultural groups are portrayed, such portrayal,
must not depict differences'in tustoms or life-styIe as undesirable
and Must not reflect an adveiie value judgment, of such *differences.

. ,

(This criterion is fairly s 1f-explanatory. Diversity must be
, portrayed as an enriching nd positive element of our society.

. .

In no manner should any other culture be presented as less worthy
_

\ or less important,than the culture of the majority group.)
. , .. .

3. .Instructional materials eontaining references to, or illustrations of,
PeoPle Must refer to of illustrate a fairr'proporfion Of diVerse e,thn,ic
groups,.except as limited by accuracy orspecial purpose.

(This-criterion is largely .selfi-explanatory. >:inihereas,a.book or"

othef material, dealing'With urban spraW1 must,include references
to the diverse ethnic grouPs existing. in our cities, this criterion
does not apply to materials dealing oinly with a narrow or special
aspect oflUnitsd States or California society such as, fok example,
a book dealing solely with life in:the;barrio or solely with black
'authors.)

Mentally active, creative, and problem-solving roles, and success amd
failure in 'those roles, should be,divided in fair proportion between
majority and minori ty group characters.-

(Evaluators must examine instances in which minority c4racters
are portrayed y mentally active: creative, and problem-tolving"
roles, in contrast to the more4physical manual labor in which they.

. are often depicted. Although such portrayals should appear in a
ratio supportive of,the proposition that talents are equal in all
peoples, such ratios must fairly reflect respective representation
of total population.

'1 0



' It is likely that in mall), situations the characters P6,Ftrayed-

in active,.problem-solving roles will be main characters, and
.

a c ount of majority and minority main characters involved in. such .

,activites should therefore yield a g9od starting point for the.
evaluator to judge whether this criterion is met.

. 4

It is necessary to look to the consequences of,activities under-
taken.by majority'and minority group charactfrsxpresented in the
material. Positive or negative results, sucess or failure, .can
flow from the undertaking of ally tasks, and it,is not syggested
that all characters aucceed st.t all times. A pattern of sugceas
or failure, however, should not emerge as correlated with'the
race, ethnicity, or cultural background of the character.)

5. 'The Portrayal of minoritY'characters in roles to which they have been
traditionally restricted by "society should be balanced by the presenta-
tion of nontraditional activities for characters of.that race. -

("Traditional" in this criterion refers to activities which ate
associated in a stereotypical way with persons of a certain race--

. for instance, Mexican Americans engaginvinlarm labor, Asian
Americans operating laundries, etc. Thi\initructional Inaterials
need not altogether explude such activites. However, sach,lwr-
trayals should be balanced with their'opposite--nontreditional
activities for suchpersons.. BalanCe is achieved when, at a
minimum, instances(of traditional activity can be shown in fair
proportion with instances of nontraditional activity. ,The evaluator
should Make a qual4tative judgment abOutithe Compting portrayals.
For example, a single illustration 'or a iiiort poem which is non-
traditional is quantitatively overbalanced by a ten-page story
involving a traditional activity. However, the stoiy would be
acceptable if the illustration or poem has an edUcational effec-
tiveness or, impact equal to or greater than that of the story.)

6. Minority persons should be depicted in the same range of soci,oeconomic
settings as are persons of the majority group.

(Instructional materials should provide a range of.socioeconomic
settings. with.which children caR identify, but this criterion does
not_speak to that need for variety. ,This criterion directs the
evaluatorto note and ensure that, iy a range of socioeconomic
settings is portrayed, minority characters participate in the same
range of settings as do majority group characters. Socioeconomic
characteristics should not be portrayed as correlated to race or
ethnicity.)

--7. Depiction of diverse ethnic arid cultural groups Shotild no:t be-limited
to the root culture, but rather expanded tp include such groups within
the mainstream of United States life.

(This criterion should be unnecessary, *ince the statute demands,
by implication, the portrayal of minority groups-in a United
States setting. However, it has been noted that instruitional.
materials have sometimes tended to portray, for instance, Mexicans

8
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in Mexico and Japanese in Japan as a substitute far presenting
the Mexican American and Japanese American experienoe. iot
culture portraya may' be 4iscusseg 'in conjnnction witH tI par-
ticular minority group's Limited States or California exper ence
and, therefor4, should not be eliminated.. But alone, they do
not.satitfy this*criterion. Howeverthis criterion is not

rapplicable to imAtexiiials dealing solely: with other eouhtries or
cultures.)

If pro;essional or.executive ro4es, 0 vocations,'trades', or othOr gain-
, ful occupations,are-portrayed, majority and minority groups should be
- presented therein in fair proportion.

(This criterion is self-explanatory. Its purpose iS to eçpand
the portrayal of.occupational roles of minorities and ena le;chij-
dren to identifY with all fields of enterprise, regardleas of 'race

."Fair proportion" it this criterion does not mean that 'an equal
rnumber of adult minority characters and majority,characters shall
be portrayed as.profes_sionals'or.executives, .etc. Although no
specific number or'percentage for -each statutorily nOted minority
group is,specified; "tokenism" for any minority,group is as
'Imacceptable.in instructional materials as it.is in the real
world of'employment.).

4

9. Whenever developments in history or.current.events, or achievements
art; sciende[or any other fieldare presented, the contiibutionS'of

'minority.peoples, and particularly the identification q prpminent minbr-
itTpersonsshonld be included and discuased when historically aqcurate.

(If.is important to note that, 111 the'developmeni of any fierCd,
contributions of minority peoples can generally be accurately in-

,

eluded. Minority persons have, because of.ItIle bias in our culture,_
generally beet less4steemed and less,recognized, no matter what'
their field, than majority persons-who have 6de comparable con.-
,tributfons. It iUhe pUblisher'i responiibilify '10 include
minority perscins in'the instructional-materials, and this,in-
elusion should extend-to all the statutpriry noted groups... 'If
biographies are included kh the material,'bioliaphies of mindrity
persons shou/d be'presented0.

,

. Entrepreneur and Labor Education Code-Sections 60040ccl and 60044(a)

Critgrion #1 is an essential item--in order for the material to be approved,
this criterion SHALL be met. 6riteria # 2 ancl, #3 should be met, but one
l'OQ -percent-compliance ,011-each-o-tfeis -nat. 'essential to' a "yes' yote.

,

1. Referqnces or labels which tend to demean, stereotype, or be patron-, ,

4 iming.toward an occupation, vocation, or livelihpod ia.st npt appear.

Where appropriate, referehce should be made to'the role 'and contribu-
tion, of the entrepreneur,in the total development of California 'and
the. United ...States, and any such reference should b.e accurate.

7
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WhAre appropriate, refereirCe'shotild 'be' ;made to elle: role and contribution

of,labor in the sgts1 developneat.of California agd, the United States,
,and any-such refeitnce should he Accurote..

t. .,

D. Reliiion , Educatiod,Code'SeCtiopt 60040(0 *ad 60044
. : . .-...

, a ,
...1

.
.

These three'criteria are essential items7-in orderfor the material tV b
_

N

approved; they SHALL:*11 be Tt..
. i . ,

.1111&
&

t
.

Ito,religious belie'f,or practice.shall be (geld up to,ridicUle, nor any
., riligious group portrayed as inferior.o

,

2. .Any.explimation or description of a religious belief or practice shall
be presented in a manner, which neither encourages nor discourages be-.

.,

lief in the,mattcr, nor indootrindtes the student igkey particdlar '

flbreti ious eie.
= g, ,

.
(This criterion must noe be construed to mes0, that the mere

.,,

depiction of.religion constitutes indoctrination. 'For example,
religious sOngs and art say be ingluded in instructional mate-
iials.) -

_

3. .Portrayals of' contemporary.United States society should, where religion

is discussed or depiCted, reflect its religioua.diversity. Except
wheye a,material deals with a particular racial, ethnic, or cultural
groug or a particular historical era in ,the United States or California,

materials ian,q5ut not limited to, art, music, and social sciences-must,

' to a'reasodable extentreflect the religio4s diversity of contemporary
Uniteg ststei sOciety (Edu4siti,on Code Section 60040(b) in,conjunctioh'.

colturil diversity.)A 4

4
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EXTRACTS'FROM'EDUCATION CODE

Portrayal of Cultural.and Racial Diversity

60040.- When adopting i.nstructional materials for use in tile schools, governi,ng
boards shall include Aly instructional m4terials which, in their determination,

.

acc4Eately portray the cultural and'racial diversiq_of omOciciety, including:
fr"-

. -
. . ,

, .
(a) The contributions of both men and women in.all types .of roles, including

.professional, vocational, And executive roles. .

...
.4

.(b) The role and contributions of American Indians, American-N roes, .
,

.

.
Mexican AmeriCans, Asian A*,ricans, European Americans; and.member of .other,
ethnic and cultural gro44ak tp the total development'4 California .alid the United
St.144,

(C) The role and contributions of the entrepreneur and-labor in the total
development of California,And the United State§e

Ecological System; Use of Tobacccdi Alcohol, Drup, ana OtherDangerous StibstanceS

60041. When adopting instructional materials for usa in schools, govet:ning
boards shall include only instructional materials which accurately portray,
whenever appropriate: ,

.

(a) Man's plate ln.ecOlogical systems and-the necessity for the.,Proteetioneg
our environment.

A V0 '\
V (b) The effects on the humin system of the use of.lobacco, alcohol, nar-
cotics and restricted dangerous drugs as defined in Section 11032 Of the Health
and Safety Code, and other dangerous substances.

Thrift, Fire Prevention atid Humane Treatment of Animals and People
1.

60042. When adopting instructI6nal materials for use in the schools, governing
boards *hall require such mitecials'aa they dfrem necessaity 4nd proper to encourage
thrift, fire prevention and the humane treatment of animals ind people.

'
Declaration of Independence and Cdnstitution ofthe United States-,. f

60043. When adoptinvinstruCtionalmaterials for use in the schools, governing
boards shall regnire, whedapPropriate to;the comprehtdsidon of pupils, that

stience,-hiatory, or -eiviee elasses-contain-the'Declaration
of Independence and the Constitution of the,Unit4d States.



.."

Prohibited Instructional Materia

.

b0044. -No instructional materilels l be adopted by any govwkrning boarct for

use in the sciläols which, in its determination,..contains:.

(a) Any matter reflecting adversOly upon persons because of their.race,

color,-creecti nakionai origin; ancestry, sex, Or occupatiCm.

(b) Any sectarian or denominational.doctrine or.propaganda contrary to

IA14.

.
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